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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
EASTERN DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA 
CAROL ANN BQCKMAN, JUANITA 
LEONARDINI, and CHARREE ANN BEST, 
on behalf of themselves and all 
'other persons similarly situated, 
Plaintiffs, 
EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY 
COMMISSION, 
Plaintiff Intervener, 
v-
LUCKY STORES, INC. and 
LOCAL NO, 70, BROTHERHOOD OF 
TEAMSTERS AND AUTO TRUCK DRIVERS, 
Defendants. 
No. CIV S-83-039 RAR 
CONSENT DECREE 
v 
INTRODUCTION £>• r 
1-1 The instant lawsuit was filed 013 January 14, 1983 
25 
by p l a i n t i f f s Carol Ann BocJcman- and J u a n i t a Leonardiiti, on behalf 
26 
27 
28 
of themselves and all other persons similarly situated, under 
Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 as amended. Plaintiff 
••- < * 
Charree Ann Best intervened in March 1984. (Bockman, Leonardini, 
\ -1-
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1 Best and the class they purport to represent are hereafter col-
2 lectively referred to as 'plaintiffs"). 
3 On June 18, 1984 the Court granted the motion of the 
4 Equal Employment Opportunity Commission ('EEOC") to intervene. 
5 Plaintiffs' and EEOC's primary allegations are that defendant 
6 Lucky Stores, Inc. (hereinafter 'Lucky Stores') has continuously 
7 maintained a pattern and practice of excluding women as a class 
8 from various positions at its facilities in San Leandro, Califor-' 
9 nia. ^ 
10 1.2 The court provisionally certified plaintiffs' case 
11 as a class covering the following jobs: 
12 All female applicants and deterred applicants 
who, at any time since April 3, 1980 have been 
13 or may in the future be denied employment or 
deterred from applying from unskilled posi-
14 tions in the warehouse, meat, milk, and bakery 
departments, and truckdriver and hostler posi-
15 tions at defendant Lucky Strores, Inc.'s San 
Leandro facility on account of their sex. 
16 
17 X.3 In addition to these 'class jobs," the EEOC's in-
1 8
 tervention complaint filed on June 20, 1984 alleged discrimina-
?^ fcion in garage, meatcutter and engineering positions. Both com-
2 0
 plaints name Teamsters Local No. 70 as a necessary party for re-
21
 lief, including retroactive seniority, under Rule 19(a). Local 
2 2
 70 is the bargaining agent for warehouse, truckdriver and hostler 
23
-* u jobs. 
24 
held on May 13, 1985, the Court, issued a Pretrial Conference 
1.4 Following a pretrial conference in this action, 
25 
26 
order which included a statement of undisputed facts. On Novem-
27 
ber 5, 1985, a court trial commenced in this action, various 
28 
exhibits were admitted to evidence, and a number of witnesses 
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1 testified. On November 14, 1985, the parties reached a settrie-
2 ment of the disputed issues in this action, and the Court con-
3 tinued the trial, pending submission of and approval of a consent 
4 decree. 
5 1.5 The parties desire to settle this action without 
6 the necessity of further trial, and the Court has jurisdiction of 
7 the parties and the subject matter of this action. 
8 1.6 Defendants deny the allegations of the complaint, 
9 deny any liability and deny that any person is entitled to dam-
10 ages based on the matters alleged in this complaint. Defendants 
11 have also raised the defenses of failure to state a claim, im~ 
12 proper class action, lack of jurisdiction and that the claims are 
13 brought too late. Lucky Stores has entered into the proposed 
14 settlement to avoid further expense, inconvenience and the dis-
15 traction of burdensome and protracted litigation. 
16 I T IS ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED as follows: 
17 2. JURISDICTION 
16 2.1 The Court has jurisdiction of the subject matter of 
1
^ this action and the parties hereto. The complaint states claims 
^ which, if proved, would authorize the Court to grant relief 
against defendants pursuant to Title VII, 42 U.S.C. §§ 2000e et 
22 
2.2 The Court shall retain jurisdiction during the 
21 
" seq 
period of this Decree and may enter such other and further relief 
as the Court may deem appropriate. 
26 
3. EFFECT OF DECREE 
27 
3-1 The negotiation and entry of this Decree and the 
28 ' . . 
undertakings made by Lucky Stores hereunder are in settlement and 
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1 compromise of disputed allegations of discrimination based on sex 
2 in violation of Title VII, 42 U.S.C. §§ 2000e et seq. 
3 • 3.2 This Decree is issued with the consent of the par-
4 ties and does not constitute an adjudication or finding that 
5 there has been a violation of Title VII. This Decree, the factu-
6 al recitations contained herein, and such consent shall not be 
7 construed as an admission by Lucky Stores or as evidence or as a 
8 determination of any liability or wrongdoing whatsoever. 
9 3.3 Neither this Decree, the factual recitations con-
10 tained herein, any of the terms hereof, the settlement hereunder, 
11 any payment made pursuant to its terms, nor any of the negotia-
12 tions connected herewith shall be (i) construed as or deemed to 
1^ be an admission or evidence of any liability or wrongdoing what-
14 soever, or of the truth of the averments of the complaints, or of 
15
 a ny lack of merit in or waiver of the defendants' defenses or 
1
^ (ii) offered or received in evidence in any other proceeding for 
1^ any purpose or, without limitation, offered or used as an admis-
18 sion of any wrongful or illegal activity on the part of any de-
1^ fendant, or as an admission of injury to any claimant or as an 
admission of any of the averments contained in the complaints. 
21 .3-4 There have been no allegations in this case that 
any union has engaged in discriminatory practices, and no 
evidence has been introduced of discriminatory practices by any 
union. The unions have been joined as Rule 19 parties to this 
25 " 
action for purposes of seniority relief which may affect rights 
under collective bargaining agreements. By entering this decree, 
27 
or(by joining unions as parties, no finding is intended, or made 
28 
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1 £hat the unions engaged in any discriminatory practices in this 
2 case. ;.-
3 4. DURATION OF DECREE 
4 4-1 This Decree shall become effective upon the date of 
5 entry and shall remain in effect for ten years, except as other-
6 wise provided herein. 
7 5
- PURPOSES OF THE DECREE 
8 The parties have entered into this Consent Decree for 
9 the following purposes: 
W 5.1 To increase the utilisation of women in blue-collar 
11 jobs at Lucky Stores' San Leandro facility and to remedy past 
1* underutilization. 
1 3
 5.2 To provide appropriate relief to all class members. 
1 4
 5.3 To remove any barriers to the full utilization of 
15 women at Lucky Stores' San Leandro facilities that are not justi-
16 fied by business necessity. 
1 7
 5.4 To avoid further protracted, expensive, and disrup-
ts tive litigation. 
1 9 6
- SETTLEMENT CIASS 
on 
The Court hereby approves and certifies a settlement 
class of all female applicants and deterred applicants who, at 
22 
any time since April 3, 1980 have been, or may in the future be 
23 
denied employment or deterred from applying for any hourly blue-
24 
collar position at Lucky Stores' San Leandro warehouse, dairy, 
25 
bakery, meat plant, transportation department, or garage. Jobs 
26 
covered by this class are hereinafter referred to as "class posi-
27 
tions." 
28 
/// 
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1 7. FACTUAL FINDINGS 
2 7.1 The Court makes the following factual findings, 
3 which'are based upon the undisputed facts in this action, testi-
4 mony admitted at trial, and plaintiffs' exhibits 1, 2, 4, 7, 9-
5 17, 19-21, 23-27, 29-32, 37-45, 48 and 49 (as limited by the 
6 Court's ruling thereon), which are admitted into evidence. In 
7 making these findings, the Court recognizes that the action was 
8 riot adjudicated, and that Lucky Stores had only begun to litigate 
9 its defenses in this action. Accordingly, none of these findings 
10 shall be admissible in any other action or proceeding or be 
11 deemed to have collateral estoppel effect. 
12 7,2 All class positions, with the exception of truck-
13 driver, meatcutter, garage mechanic and engineer positions, are 
14 entry level, unskilled positions for which there are not minimum 
15 objective pre-hire experience, education or licensing require-
1® ments. With the exception of the boxperson and bakery shipper 
1^ positions, there are no pre-employment tests for the unskilled 
*° jobs, Meatcutter, mechanic and engineer positions require jour-
1' neyman-level experience, and tnickdriver and hostler positions 
require a Class I license, and, under some circumstances, a driv-
ing test. Lucky Stores has not maintained its pre-employment 
test records, and there is no evidence that men have greater 
23 
success at passing its pre-employment tests than women. The 
24 
Class I requirement for hostlers is not a state law requirement, 
25 
and is riot justified by business necessity. For all job posx-
tions, there are no written job descriptions, hiring decisions 
27 
are not regularly" reviewed, by anyone other than the hiring plant 
28 
/// 
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1 managers, and a variety of unweighted subjective criteria are 
2 utilized during the hiring process. 
3 7.3 Lucky Stores has unfettered discretion for filling 
4 allrentry-level class positions, and considers applications made 
5 to its personnel office, directly to its San Leandro facilities, 
6 and from relevant unions. Except in strike situations, it does 
7 not generally advertise openings, and it does not inform 
8 employees at one facility of openings in another facility at San 
9 Leandro. Lucky stores has engaged in no other form of 
10 recruitment. An applicant may apply for any job position by 
11 submitting an application to Lucky Stores' front office- All 
12 such applications, or inquiries regarding such applications, have 
13 been routed to the same personnel specialist since at least 
1"* 1975. This specialist is solely responsible for routing 
15 applications to facilities. There has never been a written 
16 procedure for such routing, and prior to 1984 the actual routing 
1^ was never reviewed by any other employee of Lucky Stores. The 
1® same application form is used for all jobs. 
19 7,4 p o r the period beginning at least as far back as 
1975, and continuing until June 1984, no applications filed at 
the front office which specified warehouse-type positions, or 
22 
failed to specify a position, were forwarded to any facility. 
23 
Approximately 20% of such applications received by Lucky Stores 
24 
for class positions were filed by women. This practice in rela-
25 
t i o n t o a l l applications received by Lucky Stores has had a d i s -
p a r a t e impact upon female app l i c an t s , which i s not j u s t i f i e d by 
27 
business necessity. 
28 
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1 7.5 Prior to 1984, no female was employed as a blue-
2 collar worker in the bakery or garage, or as a permanent full- -
3 time truckdriver, and one female was employed in a non-clerical 
4 position in the dairy. For the period 1975-83, there were no 
5 women hired into the garage department, no women hired as boxper-
6 sons, bakery production workers, shippers, pasteurizers, pallet 
7 repair workers, permanent hostlers, meatcutters or engineers, and 
8 one woman hired as a miscellaneous meat worker. For the 1975-83 
9 period, there were approximately 3,600 work opportunities (count-
10 ing rehires) in class positions, of which only 16 were women 
11 (0.44%). In contrast to these figures, for the 1975-84 period, 
12 43.8% of all deli production, 57.3% of all service function, and 
13 78.4% of all clerical hires were female. 
I** 7.6 For the 1980-84 period, there was a substantial 
15 applicant flow of women interested in class positions, consisting 
™ of approximately 2,000 female applications, the majority of which 
^ were not forwarded to plant managers. During this period, ac-
^ cording to plaintiffs' labor economist, women comprised 43.4% of 
*® the labor force, 29.9% of all blue-collar and service workers, 
and 27.1% of all operator, fabricator and laborers in the San 
Francisco Bay Area. Professor Pencavel in his report (plain-
22 
tiffs' Exhibit 2) states that short-run availability of women for 
23 
more specialized positions in the Bay Area are 8.9-9.1% for 
24 
t r u c k d r i v e r s , 13% for meatcut te rs , 3.5-4.2% for engineers , and 
25 
1.2-5% for mechanics. Using either applicant flow or the above 
26 , , 
labor market availability data, substantial, statistically signi-
27 
ficant disparities between Lucky Stores' hiring rates and these 
28 
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1 data are observed, resulting in a range of standard deviations of 
2 over 10 to nearly 24, 
3 .. 7.7 Sex is not a bona fide occupational qualification 
4 for any class job, and business necessity does not require the 
5 hiring of males only for any job. 
6 7.8 In reaching its determination regarding named 
7 plaintiff Juanita Leonardini's (Barton) EEOC charge of discrimi-
8 nation, the EEOC concluded there was reasonable cause to believe 
9 that Lucky Stores excluded women from *all non-office and non-
10 clerical jobs because of sex* at its San Leandro facility. In 
11 1982, following a court trial involving Lucky Stores' San Leandro 
12 ©eat plant. Judge Robert P. Aguilar found that: 
13 From 1974 to the present, defendant has con-
tinued to discriminate against women by its 
14 unwillingness to hire new women to work at 
said meat plant . . . . Defendant's hiring 
15 practices since 1975 were predicated upon a 
sex bias animus and constituted a violation of 
1 6
 42 U.S.C. § 2000e-2(a)(1) . . . . 
^ Aracne v. Lucky Stores, Inc. (N.D. Cal. 
18 1 9 8 2 )' 
7.10 Plaintiffs and plaintiff-intervenor have estab-
2 Q lished a prima facie case of classwide sex discrimination regard-
21 ing the positions encompassed by the settlement class. 
22 8* MODIFICATION OF THE DECREE 
23 8.1 If a higher court rules that any of the remedies 
24 specified in this Decree are not permissible, plaintiffs shall be 
25 entitled to seek and obtain appropriate modification of this De-
26 cree to effectuate its purposes. 
27 8.2 If unforeseen circumstances occur such that specif-
28 ic provisions of the Decree are shown to be ineffectual, or to 
-9-
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1 place an unjust and unwarranted hardship upon a party, that party 
2 may petition the Court for appropriate modification of the De- "' 
3 cree. 
4 9. PROSPECTIVE RELIEF - GENERAL PROVISIONS 
5 9-1 Lucky Stores shall not discriminate against any 
6 female applicant, or potential applicant for any of the class 
7 positions encompassed by the settlement class. Lucky Stores 
8 shall consider any such female applicants and potential appli-
9 cants for class positions on the same basis as it considers male 
10 applicants and potential applicants for class positions. Lucky 
11 Stores shall afford all females employed in class positions the 
12 same training and conditions of employment it affords males em-
13 ployed in such positions. 
14. 9.2 Lucky Stores shall not utilize any height require-
lament for any class position. 
16 9.3 Lucky Stores shall not require a Class I license 
17 for filling any casual or permanent hostler position at its San. 
1Q Leandro facility. 
19 9.4 Lucky Stores shall only require those qualifica-
^ tions for class positions that are job related or otherwise jus-
2
^ tified by business necessity. 
22 
9.5 Anti-Sexual Harassment Policy-
23 
Lucky Stores shall implement its anti-sexual harassment 
24 
policy as follows; This policy states that sexual harassment of 
25 
an employee is totally unacceptable, and any person engaging in 
such conduct in any form shall be subject to appropriate disci-
27 
pline up to and including discharge. Supervisors shall take all 
28 
/// 
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1 steps reasonably necessary to prevent sexual harassment. Such 
2 steps include the following: 
3 (1) All written and oral complaints of sexual 
4 harassment, or any sexual harassment observed by a supervisor 
5 shall be documented. For each such complaint or observation, 
6 said acts shall be investigated as soon as practicable. A writ-
7 ten report shall be prepared (and shall be provided to all par-
8 ties on a quarterly basis) which, at a minimum shall specify the 
9 nature of the complaint or act, steps taken to investigate and 
'^ • 10 the results therefrom, and disciplinary measures imposed; and, 
11 (2) Lucky Stores' anti-sexual harassment policy 
12 shall be conspicuously posted at each lunchroom and plant at its 
13 san Leandro facility. 
• 14 io. GOALS AND TIMETABLES 
15 10.1 In order to provide equal opportunity for female 
^applicants, remedy past underutilization, and to provide appro-
17 priate relief to class members, Lucky Stores agrees to use its 
18 best efforts to fill openings in class positions with qualified 
19 women at the annual vacancy fill rates (goals) specified below. 
^ It is understood that these rates are not maximum rates, but are 
**
1
 goals that Lucky Stores should strive to achieve. 
10.2 In meeting these goals. Lucky Stores shall not be 
required to employ unqualified applicants, or displace any cur-
24 
rent employees from his or her job position. These goals are not 
25 
quotas, but goals to afford guidance respecting the percentage of 
26 
qualified women to be placed in filling permanent and casual 
27 
vacancies as they occur in class positions. Lucky Stores is not 
28 
requi red by these goals t o c r e a t e addi t iona l and new p o s i t i o n s . 
- 1 1 -
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1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
GOALS 
Position 
Annual Vacancy 
Fill Rate (%) 
Permanent hostler 25 
Casual hostler 25 
Permanent truckdriver io 
Casual truckdriver 10 
Meatcutters 15 
Garage mechanic 10 
Engineers 10 
Tire and lube workers 25 
Permanent warehouse workers 30 
Casual warehouse workers 30 
Miscellaneous meat workers 30 
Dairy boxperson 30 
Dairy production workers 30 
Bakery production workers 30 
Bakery shipper 30 
Janitors and sanitors 30 
Pallet repair persons 30 
10.3 If, despite Lucky Stores' best efforts and the use 
of the recruitment practices specified under paragraph 11 below, 
it can establish that it is unable to obtain sufficient qualified 
applicants to meet any of the above listed goals. Lucky Stores 
may petition the Court for modification of this paragraph. 
10.4 The above-listed goals shall be in effect for the 
duration of this Decree except that the goal for any job posi-
tions listed above shall be extinguished if Lucky Stores can es-
-12-
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1 tablish that the percentage of incumbent female employees in said 
2 position matches the vacancy goal for a period of one year. 
3 Thus, -for example, if at any time Lucky Stores can show that 10% 
4 of its garage mechanic employees were female for one year, it 
5 shall have no future obligation to meet the vacancy fill goal for 
6 that position. 
7 11. RECRUITMENT AND APPLICATION PROCEDURES 
8 ll.l Lucky Stores agrees to implement the following pro-
9 cedures to ensure an applicant flow of qualified female appli-
10 cants sufficient to meet the goals listed above in Section 10. 
11 On an annual basis, Lucky Stores shall report to plaintiffs' and 
12 plaintiff-intervenor's counsel the steps it has taken to imple-
13 ment such procedures, and their effectiveness. If in the opinion 
14 of the parties a particular procedure is not effective, or an-
15 other procedure would be more effective, the parties may agree to 
16 substitute or modify particular procedures in this provision. 
17 Within three months of the entry of this Decree, Lucky Stores 
*® shall retain a qualified consultant, approved by the parties, re-
19 garding recruitment methods and practices for female blue-collar 
applicants. Said consultant shall examine the class positions 
and Lucky Stores' recruitment practices and report to the par-
op 
ties. Thereafter, the parties shall meet and confer concerning 
whether the list of procedures in this section should be modi-
24 
fied. 
25 
(1) Lucky Stores shall hire a qualified personnel 
recruiter whose primary function shall be to recruit qualified 
27 
• women for class positions. This recruiter shall submit quarterly 
28 
reports, in a form to be approved by the parties, detailing, 
-13-
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1
 inter alia, efforts made to recruit qualified women for class 
2 positions and the number of women recruited from various recruit-
3 ing sources. 
4 (2) Lucky Stores shall post notice of all vacan-
5 exes in class positions at its San Leandro deli production plant 
6 and on employee bulletin boards in each retail store in the Bay 
7 Area. Said notice shall specify class positions, the method of 
8 application, and encourage qualified females to apply. 
9 (3) On an annual basis, Lucky Stores, with the as-
10 sistance of class and intervener counsel, shall maintain and up-
11 date lists of (a) organizations such as Women in Apprenticeship, 
1 2
 Advocates for Women, and Tradeswomen, Inc., which provide coun-
13 selling outreach and assistance to women interested in blue-
1 4
 collar positions; (b) each state-accredited truckdriving school 
15 within Alameda, Contra Costa, San Francisco, San Mateo, and Santa 
•*> Clara counties; and, (c) each other trade school in the afore-
'' mentioned counties that offer courses relevant to class posi-
*° tions. On at least an annual basis, Lucky Stores shall send to 
19 
proved by counsel, specifying the class positions and the appli-
each said organization and school a notice, in a form to be ap-
20 
21 
cation procedures at Lucky Stores San Leandro facilities, and 
22 
encouraging qualified females to apply, 
23 
(4) At least once every six months. Lucky Stores 
24 
shall place an advertisement, including the same information 
25 
l i s t e d above in subparagraph (2) , in a form and place t o be ap-
26 
proved by counsel, in the Oakland Tribune, San Leandro Observer, 
27 
Hayward Daily Review, and the Fremont Argus, 
28 
/// -14-CONSENT DECREE 
1 (5) Lucky Stores shall post a sign, in a form to 
2 be approved by counsel, and containing the same information 
3 listed above in subparagraph (2), at the reception area of_its 
4 San Leandro facility. 
5 (6) Any potential or actual applicant for any 
6 class position shall be entitled to obtain and file an appli-
7 cation for any said position with the receptionist at the recep-
8 tion area at the San Leandro facility. Lucky Stores shall deter-
9 mine from each female applicant which job(s) she is interested 
t° in. Female applicants may indicate interest in more than one 
"H class position and/or in all or any positions. Such applications 
1 2
 shall be routed to all facilities for which an interest is 
"*3 stated. In the case of an applicant who indicates an interest in 
"*4
 a n and/or "any* class positions and, for applications which are 
*5 left open or blank and/or for which Lucky has failed to determine 
'^  the job(s) the applicant is interested in, the application shall 
*
7
 be routed to all facilities at San Leandro within the class. 
"*$ Lucky Stores shall put its routing policy in writing, and provide 
^ a copy to counsel. Lucky Stores shall maintain records of the 
number, job sought, department routed to and sex of all applica-
21 
tions routed to each department, and provide a summary report of 
22 
these records to class counsel on an annual basis. 
23 
12. MONITORING 
12.1 Reports 
25 
Lucky Stores shall preserve and maintain all payroll 
26 
tapes, applications, production and personnel files received and 
created after the date of entry of this judgment for class posi-
28 
tions for the duration of the Decree. It shall keep a record of 
-15-
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1 the sex of the applicant and the results of any pre-employment 
2 tests given to applicants for class positions for the duration of 
3 the Decree. Upon reasonable notice, plaintiffs' and plaintiff-
4 intervener's counsel shall have the right to inspect all such 
5 records. If counsel agree. Lucky Stores shall be relieved of the 
6 obligation to retain any such records. 
7 On a semi-annual basis for the first three years, and on 
8 an annual basis thereafter, Lucky Stores shall provide statis-
9 tical reports to plaintiffs' and intervener's counsel indicating: 
1° (a) the applicant flow, by sex, for each class posi-
11 tion; 
12 (b) the vacancy fill rates, by sex, for each class 
13 position; 
14 (c) the composition of the work force, by sex, for each 
15 class position; 
1® (d) the sex of all persons terminated from each class 
1^ position; and 
18 (e) any records it creates regarding job opportunity or 
*® offer rates for class positions. 
2 0
 ^
2
•
2
 Observer 
z
' For a period of five years Lucky Stores shall employ a 
22 
monitor, selected by the EEOC and approved by the parties, to 
23 
monitor the work environment, t r a i n i n g , and t rea tment of women 
24 
hired into class positions. Said monitor shall work and be paid 
25 
at the rate specified under the then current Local 70 agreement 
26 
for a full-time warehouse employee. The monitor shall have the 
27 
right to (1) inspect any workplace of any class member during 
28 
n o r m a l h o u r s o f o p e r a t i o n ; (2) i n v e s t i g a t e a n y c l a i m of h a r a s s -
- 1 6 -CONSENT DECREE 
1 ment or disparate treatment made by a female employee; (3) in-
2 spect any records regarding productivity, training, discipline or 
3 the like relating to the performance of female employees; and (4) 
4 counsel any female employees who believe they are being subjected 
5 to harassment or disparate treatment because of their sex. 
6 On a quarterly basis, and more frequently if necessary 
7 in the judgment of the monitor, the monitor shall prepare a writ-
8 ten report to be submitted to the parties in this action regard-
s' ing the work environment, training and treatment of women employ-
*0 ees in class positions. These reports shall be admissible in any 
11
 action brought to enforce and/or modify this Decree. 
^2 *rhe monitor may be replaced if (a) the parties agree, 
13 (b) s/he is no longer available or able to discharge her/his 
^ duties, and/or (c) upon application to the Court by any party, 
^ upon a showing that the monitor is biased or otherwise unable or 
1® unwilling to perform his/her duties. 
*7 Each year, the parties shall meet and confer regarding 
^ whether it is appropriate to reduce the number of hours of em-
^ ployment of the monitor. After four years, nine months of moni-
^ tor ing, the parties will meet and confer respecting the need for 
renewal of the term of the monitor. If the parties do not agree, 
22 
the plaintiffs may move the Court for a renewal of the term on 
23 
grounds that the monitor has been effective and continues to 
4
 be 13. RELIEF FOR NAKED PLAINTIFFS 
25 
Within the fifteen days after this judgment become fi~ 
26 
nal, Lucky Stores shall pay plaintiff Carol Bockman $50,000, 
27 
plaintiff Juanita Leonardini $30,000, and plaintiff Charree Best 
28 
$20,000 in full settlement of all their monetary claims of any 
-17-
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1 type including, but not limited to, backpay, frontpay, fringe 
2 benefits, and interest. Bockman shall be offered employment in-. 
3 the next available permanent -"transportation department truck-
4 driver position. Best and Leonardini shall be offered employment 
5 in the next available permanent produce warehouse position(s). 
t. • -
6 The plaintiffs shall thereafter ba required to successfully 
7 complete the probationary period specified in the appropriate 
8 collective bargaining agreement to obtain permanent status. 
9 Bockman, Best, and Leonardini may defer the exercise of their 
10 respective rights to employment until their reinstatement 
11 claims(s), if any, are resolved. Each plaintiff, at her elec-
12 tion, may file a claim for reinstatement, pursuant to section 
13 14.5 herein. Named plaintiffs' reinstatement claims shall be 
14 resolved first in the instatement claims procedure. 
1 5
 i4- HAKE WHOLE RELIEF 
16 14.1 All class members shall be entitled to become 
^ claimants for monetary and instatement relief as hereunder pro-
1^ vided. Such class members shall be provided notice of their 
1
^ rights, as provided in section 15.1 herein, and shall specify 
^ whether they seek monetary relief and instatement relief. 
14.2 Compensation Fund. No later than fifteen days 
after this judgment becomes final, Lucky Stores shall deposit 
$3,000,000 in an interest-bearing account selected by plaintiffs' 
24 
counsel and approved by the parties. This sum and any accrued 
25 
interest ('Compensation'") shall be distributed to class members 
as hereinafter provided. This fund shall provide full satisfac-
27 
tion for all monetary claims of any type by class members, in
 ( 
28 
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1 eluding, but not limited to, back pay, front pay, fringe benefits 
2 and interest, in this case. 
3 1^ -3 Filing of Claims. Class members shall be given 
4 notice of their rights to seek Compensation and instatement as 
5 provided in section 15-1 herein. Each class member seeking re-
6 lief shall fill out a claim form and release of all claims, a 
7 copy of which is attached as Exhibit A. Class members may seek 
8 the assistance of class counsel in preparing the form. Class 
9 members must file their claim forms with a specified escrow hold-
10 er no later than ninety days from the date the claim forms are 
11 mailed. As used herein, "file* includes postmarked or delivered 
12 to the escrow. 
13 14.4 Distribution of Compensation Fund. Counsel for the 
14 parties shall evaluate the claims submitted, and determine which 
15 claims are entitled to recovery from the Compensation fund. 
16 Class members shall be entitled to share in the Compensation 
17 fund, in a pro rata manner pursuant to the following formula: 
16 the month and the year of the earliest application or potential 
1^ application will be determined from the claim form and any extant 
'2® applications. Counting backwards from the month and year of the 
^ entry of this judgment each claimant will be given credit for the 
number of months prior to judgment in which they applied or po-
tentially applied adjusted by a 10% per annum interest factor and 
by an hourly rate factor which shall be based upon the hourly 
25 
rate for the job(s) applied for under the relevant collective 
PR 
bargaining agreement based upon the ratio the hourly rate each 
27 
job bears to the highest hourly ra£e p o s i t i o n . 
28 
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1 For purposes of this formula the earliest application or 
2 potential application after April 2, 1980 shall be utilized and~ 
3 if multiple jobs were sought the highest paying job actually 
4 sought will be used. If the application specifies all jobs or 
5 does not specify any job the highest paying job will be used 
6 except that no truckdriver applicant or deterred applicant shall 
7 be entitled to compensation unless she held a Class I license at 
8 the time of her application, and no meatcutter, engineer or 
9 mechanic applicant or deterred applicant shall be entitled to 
10 compensation unless she had journeyman-level experience in that 
11 job at the time of her actual or potential application. 
12 Any disputes arising in the distribution of the Compen-
13 sation fund shall be resolved pursuant to section 14.7, infra. 
14 It is the intent of the parties that the full Compensa-
15 tion fund be distributed to class members; however, class members 
1® shall not receive more than the maximum they would have been en-
17 titled to if they had prevailed in the litigation of their 
18 claims. If the total of approved claims does not exhaust the 
*® Compensation fund, the remainder shall be used to provide compen-
sation to successful instatement claimants waiting for the next 
available opening, in a manner to be determined by the parties. 
22 
When said fund is exhausted all payments and all rxghts to pay-
ments shall terminate automatically. In the event an amount in 
24 
the Compensation fund remains unused, it shall be returned to 
25 
Lucky Stores and be utilized to effectuate the purposes of this 
26 
Decree, as approved by counsel. 
27 
'• 14.5 Instatement Procedure. Class members who have in-
28 
dicated a desire to seek instatement on their claim form shall be 
-20-
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1 entitled to seek instatement, with retroactive seniority, as 
2 hereinafter provided. It shall be the intent of the parties to_. 
3 review and resolve claims starting with the earliest application 
4 or deterred application dates, and to resolve claims without pro-
5 tracted litigation. 
6 Upon receipt of said claims, class counsel shall be en-
7 titled to seek appropriate discovery, including personnel files, 
8 seniority lists, computer documentation and other documents which 
9 are relevant. The Company and the relevant union/Shall likewise 
*0 be entitled to discovery of all matters relevant for its case 
H including, but not limited to, information respecting the sub-
*2 stance of a class member's claims, and identification of wit-
*3 nesses and documents specifically supporting claims that she 
14 applied for a class position or was deterred from so applying. 
1
^ In addition to the above discovery, if Lucky Stores is unable to 
1
^ locate an application corresponding to the time in which a claim-
^ ant claims she applied (or, in the case of deterred applicants, 
1
^ at the time she claims she was deterred from applying), each 
^ claimant shall be required to fill out and submit an application. 
*® For each claimant, class counsel shall specify the job 
21 
i 
Kent claims may only be made for vacancies which occurred in 
position(s) and date of retroactive seniority sought.\ Instate-^ 
22 
23 
class positions for which a claimant would have obtained / 
__ t . . . . . . • — -24 
seniority rights under the applicable collective bargaining j , 
agreement ("instatement class position*). Lucky Stores, and/or ? 
26 
the bargaining unit representative in which the specified job is 
27 - • , 
located shall respond, if it contests the claim, by indicating 
28 ••- ' ' 
i t s defense, and identifying the name of any person i t claims 
- 2 1 -
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1 would have been hired even in the absence of discrimination'.,.. 
2 rather than claimant. Thereafter Lucky Stores shall provide all 
3 relevant discovery regarding any such person. 
4 The parties shall then meet and confer in order to de-
5 termine whether or not the claim can be resolved without further 
6 litigation. 
7 14.6 Arbitration, If a claim is not resolved by settle-
8 ment, it shall be resolved by binding arbitration 
9 before ~ , Kathy Kelly, and Geraldine Randall, 
10 special masters selected by the parties. The decision of the 
11 special master shall be final and binding unless he/she exceeds 
12 the scope of his/her authority. In the event 
13 either
 : , Kelly or Randall become unavailable, the 
14 parties by agreement may select a substitute and/or additional 
15 special masters, or the Court shall select such masters from the 
16 San Francisco Bay Area. (This selection procedure shall also 
17 apply to section 14.7.) 
18 in any arbitration, each claimant shall have the initial 
19 burden of establishing that she applied, or was deterred from ap-
^ plying by Lucky Stores' alleged discriminatory practices at any 
^ time since April 3, 1980 until the entry of judgment in this ac-
n/j j 
tion for an instatement class position or a class position 
leading directly to an instatement class position, had minimum 
qualifications for the position, and was available for work at 
25 
the time of her application or potential application. Minimum 
OR 
qualifications for all jobs means at the time of the application 
27 
or potential application, good physical health, ability to read 
28 
English and do simple math, and eighteen years of age and over. 
-22-
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1 in addition for bakery shipper positions the applicant must be 
2 able to reach sufficiently to perform the job; for boxperson 
3 positions the applicant must pass the box pulling test; for 
4 truckdrivers must possess a class I license and a valid medical 
5 certificate; for engineers, garage mechanics, and meatcutters, 
6 journey level status or experience in that trade. Upon said 
7 showing, she shall be entitled to relief as hereafter provided 
8 unless Lucky Stores or the bargaining unit representative for the 
9 unit in which the alleged position is located proves, by clear 
10 and convincing evidence (1) the person actually selected was 
H either female or more qualified than the applicant when the 
12 selected person applied, (2) even in the absence of 
Indiscrimination, another person would have been selected, and was 
14 more qualified than the applicant when that selected person 
12 applied, (3) the claimant was unavailable for employment at the 
16 time of the opening(s), or (4) the claimant has fully released 
l^ her claim for seniority from Lucky Stores during the liability 
18 period herein. Rebuttal and surrebuttal evidence thereafter will 
1^ be permitted. 
20 All witnesses shall testify under oath. No record shall 
^ be made of the proceedings unless requested by a party, in which 
op 
case the requesting party shall bear the cost of such reporting. 
o*i 
The special master shall determine whether or not a 
claimant prevails, and if so, shall determine the date at which 
25 • „-
the claimant would have obtained seniority rights under the then 
applicable collective bargaining agreement (hereinafter 
27
 r .- ' ' 
"seniority date*).
 ( 
28 ' 
/// 
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1 Beginning with claimants with the earliest seniority 
2 date, and going chronologically thereafter, Lucky Stores shall 
3 offer successful instatement claimants one half of the openings 
4 that become available in any given quarter in the appropriate 
5 class jobs, subject to the probation period specified in the 
6 relevant collective bargaining agreement. If sufficient in-
7 statement claimants are unavailable in any quarter to fill Lucky 
8 Stores* class position vacancies. Lucky Stores may hire others to 
9 fill its needs. If called for work and not immediately avail-
10 able, Lucky Stores may, without penalty of any type, call the 
11 next instatement claimant- If an instatement claimant is un-
12 available for work when called and remains unavailable for thirty 
13 days the instatement claimant shall be dropped from the list. 
14 upon successful completion of the probationary period of the 
15 applicable collective bargaining agreement, instatement claimants 
1^ shall immediately be entitled to retroactive seniority, as 
17 established under Sections 14,5, 14.6 and 19,1 of this Decree, 
18 including the same job status (e.g., full-time, part-time) and 
1® rights achieved by the majority of other employees with similar 
^ seniority dates in the bargaining unit. Any dispute concerning • 
*^ the appropriate status and rights shall be determined by the 
Special Master.^ Thereafter, instatement claimants are subject to 
2 3
 discharge under the provision of the applicable collective 
24 
bargaining agreement. } 
05 " 
During the probationary period Lucky Stores shall in-
formally evaluate the training and progress of the instatement 
27 ' 
claimants. Reports on these evaluations shall be issued to the 
28 
instatement claimant and shall include information and obser-
- 2 4 -
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1 vation from the monitor, an EEOC representative and the union 
2 representative. Copies of said reports will be provided to the-
3 parties. 
4 Any objections the parties have to any fact, opinion or 
5 decision reflected in the reports shall be deemed waived if not 
6 brought to arbitration under this decree and the merit thereof 
7 shall be decided by the special master. The special master's 
8 authority is limited to: (1) confirming the decision of the 
9
 facility manager, (2) continuation of the probation period or if 
^ the probation period is concluded, awarding full seniority rights 
tl to the instatement claimant, and (3) to correct the record of the 
1 2
 instatement claimant's progress in the probation period-
1 3
 In reaching his/her decision the Special Master shall 
^ consider among other things whether or not the claimant met the 
^ minimum production criteria applied to all probationary em-
ployees, was afforded the same training and assistance as other 
*
7
 probationary employees, was treated equal to male probationary 
*° employees or was subjected to discriminatory working conditions 
and/or treatment. 
20 
14.7 Dispute Resolution. All matters of discovery, law 
21 
and procedure pertaining to the distribution of Compensation 
22 
fund, or the instatement procedure shall be resolved b y ^ • 
23 
s ' - -^--^-----
 t a special master designated by the parties. 
24 '•-
Unless otherwise indicated, the Federal Rules of civil Procedure 
25 
& Evidence shall apply. 
26 
14.8 Attorneys' Fees and Costs of Claims Procedure. The 
27 
law firm of Farnsworth, Saperstein & Seligman is appointed c(lass 
28 
counsel with respect to claims for Compensation and/or instate-
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1 ment. Class counsel shall be entitled to reasonable attorneys' 
2 fees and costs for all hours reasonably spent in administering 
3 the Compensation fund and instatement procedure. Class counsel 
4 shall provide Lucky Stores with documentation of the number of 
5 hours spent, by attorney and claimant, and the functions per-
6 formed on a monthly basis. Subject only to the accuracy of such 
7 documentation, Lucky Stores shall pay within thirty days the sums 
8 requested, without waiving objections as to amount. Payment 
9 shall be at class counsel's normal hourly rate for attorneys, 
*° legal assistants, and law clerks. These rates may be increased 
11 on an annual basis to reflect such factors as inflation, exper-
12 ience, and rates charged in the San Francisco Bay Area legal 
13 community for comparable specialized legal work. 
14 Lucky Stores may challenge the number of hours incurred, 
15 by establishing that the hours were not incurred, or were frivo-
ls lously incurred or otherwise unreasonable. Lucky Stores' claims 
1 7
 shall be resolved by the Court-
is Lucky Stores shall bear all other costs of the instate-
^ ment procedure, including the fees for the special masters. 
2 0
 14.9 In accepting relief under the provisions of the 
Decree, each claimant, including the individual plaintiffs, will 
22 
be required to execute a release of all claims falling within the 
23 
scope of this lawsuit as defined by 1.1 which she may have 
24 
against Lucky Stores arising under Title VII of the Civil Rights 
25 
Act of 1964. 
26 
15. NOTICE 
27 
15.1 Settlement. Upon tentatxve approval of thxs De-
28 
cree. Lucky Stores shall mail by first-class mail a notice of the -26-CONSENT DECREE 
1 pendency of the settlement reflected in this Decree, in a form to 
2 be approved by counsel, to: (1) the last known address of all -. 
3 women .who have applied for any job at San Leandro since January 
4 l 1980; (2) the last known address of all women employed at San 
5 Leandro since January 1, 1980; (3) the representative of each 
6 bargaining unit in which class positions are located; and (4) all 
7 men hired in the class positions since January 1, 1980. In addi-
8 tion. Lucky Stores shall publish, once a week for four weeks, 
9 notice in the Oakland Tribune, San Leandro Observer, Hayward 
1 0
 Daily Review and Fremont Argus in a form and place to be approved 
11 by counsel-
12 15.2 Claims Notice. No later than thirty days after 
^3 this judgment becomes final in this action Lucky Stores shall 
14 mail by first-class mail a notice, in a form to be agreed upon by 
15 counsel, and claim form to the last known address of: 
16 (1) all identified class members; 
17 (2) all female applicants for employment or em-
p l o y e e s at San Leandro since January 1, 1980; and 
19 (3) women in Apprenticeship, Tradeswomen, Inc., 
2 0
 and Advocates for Women. 
2 1
 Notices returned as undeliverable shall be traced by the 
2 2
 U.S. Postal Service and any other means available to the EEOC and 
2 3
 mailed to fowarding addresses. Lucky Stores shall publish, in 
2 4
 the same papers listed at 15.1, for four consecutive weeks, a 3 
2 5
 column by 10 inches, display-type advertisement in a form to be 
2 6
 agreed by the parties, containing the same terms as the mailed 
2 7
 notice, '*nd explaining how claim forms may be obtained. Similar 
28 information s h a l l be posted, in a conspicuous manner and in a 
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1 form to be approved by counsel, in the following places for a 
2 period of no less than 3 0 days: employee bulletin boards at each 
3 plant at San Leandro, the reception area at San Leandro, and the 
4 Customer Communication Center in each retail store in a form 
5 satisfactory to counsel. Lucky Stores will pay for all necessary 
6 notices required by the settlement or claims procedure. 
7 16. ATTORNEYS' FEES AND COSTS 
8 Plaintiffs are prevailing parties for the purposes of an 
9 award of attorneys' fees and costs in the case in chief. If fees 
10 and costs cannot be agreed to, the issue will be decided by the 
11 Court after a hearing. Lucky Stores retains the right to appeal 
12 any award of attorneys' fees. Lucky Stores shall pay any such 
13 award in full within fifteen days of the award unless either 
14 there has been an appeal from the entry of judgment, or Lucky 
15 stores files an appeal of the attorneys' fees and costs award. 
^ In either event, within fifteen days of the award of attorneys' 
^ fees and costs, Lucky Stores shall pay plaintiffs' and plaintiff-
^® intervener's counsel 75% of any said award, and deposit the bal-
*® ance in a jointly controlled interest-bearing account jointly 
selected by the parties. The full sum shall be given to counsel 
upon affirmance of the award/judgment. If the award is reduced, 
22 
the amount of such reduction with interest shall be returned to 
23 
Lucky Stores and any remaining deposit shall be paid to plain-
24 
t i f f s ' a t to rneys . If the award i s affirmed, the balance with 
25 
interest will be paid to plaintxffs' attorneys. 
26 , ^  
Plaintiff's counsel shall be entitled to attorneys' fees 
27 
and costs incurred in monitoring, enforcing, modifying and de-
28 
fending the Decree. -28-CONSENT DECREE 
1 17. NON-RETALIATION 
2 No person affected by this Decree shall retaliate 
3 against any person who assists or participates in this litiga-
4 tion, or under any provision of this Decree. 
5 18, EFFECT ON EMPLOYMENT AGREEMENTS AND COLLECTIVE 
6 BARGAINING AGREEMENTS 
7 All affected unions and employees having been given 
8 notice and opportunity to be heard, the court having heard all 
9 said persons and considered all the evidence, the Court finds 
10 this Decree fair, adequate and reasonable and to the extent re-
11 lief awarded under this Decree is inconsistent with any employ-
12 ment contract or collective bargaining agreement, this Decree 
13 supersedes and modifies said agreements. 
1 4 19
- LIMITATIONS OF AGREEMENT 
15 19.1 Defendant Lucky Stores agrees to all provisions of 
16 this Consent Decree except to the extent instatement procedure 
1? specified in paragraphs 14.5 & 14.6 provides for full competitive 
18 seniority relief as opposed to benefit seniority relief (e.g., 
1
^ salary, pension and vacation entitlement rights). Lucky Stores 
^ contests said full competitive seniority relief on the ground, 
' among others, that it conflicts with existing seniority rights 
2? 
under existing collective bargaining agreements. The parties 
23 
agree the Court shall determine whether full competitive seniori-
24 
ty, as opposed to benefit seniority, shall be a remedy for the 
25 
instatement procedure and that in making its determination the 
26 
Court shall be governed by the holdings of Franks v. Bowman 
27 
Transp. Co., 424 U.S. 747 (1976) and cases following. 
28 
/// 
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1 19.2 Plaintiff-Intervenor, EEOC, agrees(to all provi-
2 sions of this Consent Decree except paragraph 10. 
3 
4 For the Plaintiffs 
5 <rr^ 
TSAPEBST 
_S- s ^ ^*-~+i 6 GUY T." SAPS feTEIN 
Farnsworth, Saperstein & Seligman 
7 
D a t e d : <> iii § G 
9 
2 / / / 
3 / / / 
4 / / / 
5 / / / 
6 / / / 
7
 /// 
SELIGMAN 
rnsworth, Saperstein & Seligman 
Dated: 3/f/VC 
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F o r t h e P l a i n t i f f - I n t e r v e n o r , EEOC, w h i c h a g r e e s t o a l l p o r t i o n s 
o f t h e D e c r e e e x c e p t S e c t i o n 1 0 . 
ft fl^-x < 
JONATHAN T. PECK 
R e g i o n a l A t t o r n e y ( A c t i n g ) 
Dated: _£ 2oI&k 
iA)dixit 
FRITZ^WOLLETT 
Trial Attorney 
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